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My Letters, My Memories

Look at the pictures and answer the questions given below.

1. What are the people in the pictures doing?

2. Which one of these actions do you like the most and why?

3. What are the other ways of sending messages?

Listen to the story read by your teacher and answer the questions

given below.

1. How did Damayanthi express her love?

2. What other way could she have sent the message to Nala?

3. What are the different ways of sending messages nowadays?

Talk about them.

8
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A. Reading

My Letters, My Memories

Mr. Narayan Rao’s house is full with his son’s family. They came

there on a week’s holiday after a long time.  It is a remote place, his home

town where Mr.Rao is living after his retirement.  Koushik and Rushika

are his grandchildren; running up and down, hiding here and there, and

going to every nook and corner.

“Koushik, dear. Can you bring an inland cover from the post office?

I want to write a letter to my dear friend Purna Rao, who lives in Pune,”

said Narayan Rao.

Koushik stopped running for a second and said, “Hey! Grand

pa...everybody is using a mobile phone. Why don’t you talk to your friend

on phone?” Mr. Rao came closer to him, held his shoulders and said, “Hello
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young boy! You may be in a fast age, but my letter is important to me.  It’s

for a good friend of mine”.

“See, grand pa…you have to spend some time to write and it takes

at least one week to reach your friend.  His reply reaches you after another

ten days…a long time!  You can make a call and talk to him and get the

information early.  Why this waiting and wasting of time?” Koushik

exclaimed.

Mr. Rao slowly bent and sat in his armed chair.  He leaned back

removing his spectacles. He said, “Can you bring down my old box from

the upper shelf in my bedroom?”

What is there in the box? Guess.

The boy mounted a chair as quickly as a lizard and brought the box

down. “What does it contain?” he murmured and tried to open it.  His

sister snatched it from his hands and ran away.  Noticing the worry of his

grandfather, the boy ran after her and brought it back.

Mr. Rao took it into his hands and said, “My little boy, come I’ll

show you a few precious memories of my life.”  He opened the box and

picked up a bunch of some old letters.  He turned to the boy and said,

“These are the sweetest memories your grandmother left for me.  Look,
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these are the memories from my friends.  Look at this…it is a letter of

praise sent by our Military Commander. I can recall those happy moments

of my life only through these letters.  Those memories are still alive in

them.  These are my treasures of happiness.  I will never ignore them.  A

phone call may keep you happy at that moment, but these memories are

ever lasting.”

Koushik picked up a letter and read it curiously. He travelled in his

mind into the past and saw his grandfather as a young military man.  The

boy imagined the incidents of those days.  He stared at his grandfather for a

minute.  He was reading the letter of appreciation from his officer, with

his eyes shining and hands twisting up his moustache.

What is the boy thinking now?

The family travelled back to Hyderabad after their holidays. Few

days passed.

The bicycle bell rang in front of Mr. Rao’s house.  “Mr. Rao, you’ve

got a letter,” shouted the postman.  Mr. Rao walked as quickly as possible
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to receive it, thinking it was a letter from his old friend.  To his surprise it

was not from him. He opened it.  His eyes became wide and wet on seeing

the contents.  The letter went like this:

“Dear Grandpa…

You are right. Letter writing is old-fashioned, but letters capture the

past and preserve them for the future.  I read your letters and found the

same kind of memories of yours with my father.  I saw the love and care

you gave my father.  I read about the childish acts of my father and the love

of my grandfather. While reading those letters, I came to know the hardships

you faced during those days.

Those letters filled my heart with joy. They gave me the feeling of

meeting dear ones and hugging loved ones.  Letters are real treasure of our

memories.

Your loving grandson,

Koushik.”

nook and corner (adv.phr) : all the places in a building

era (n) : a period in history

mounted (v) : climbed

murmured (v) : spoke in a low voice

precious (adj) : of great value

ignore (v) : not to take notice of

curiously (adv) : with interest

preserve (v) : keep safe

treasures (n) : valuable memories

Glossary
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Vocabulary

Comprehension

I. Answer the following questions.

1. How did the grandfather try to explain the value of letters?

2. How would Mr. Rao feel if he lost his old letters?

3. What did Koushik realize after reading the old letters?

4. Do you think Koushik will now use letters also to contact people?

Give reasons?

II. Arrange the events in the order that they happened in the story.

a. Narayan Rao opened the box. ( )

b. Koushik came from Hyderabad. ( )

c. Narayan Rao showed the letters. ( )

d. Koushik was not willing to go to the post office. ( )

e. Koushik wrote a letter to his grandpa. ( )

f. Koushik realized the importance of writing letters. ( )

I.  Read the following sentence.

“Grandfather’s letter filled Koushik’s heart with joy.”

How would you feel in the following situations?

1. Your father shouts at you in the presence of your friend.

2. Your teacher always praises your friend who you think is not as good

as you are.

3. You have failed in the examination.

4. You saw a snake under your bed.

5. Someone slapped you.

6. You won a prize.
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You may use the words from the box given below.

happy sad insulted scared

jealous disappointed surprised angry

II. Look at the pictures and make comparisons using ‘as …. as’.

Use the clues given below.

                 (high, beautiful, big, fast, strong)

1.        The man is as strong as iron.

2. The___________________ the Everest.

3. The____________________ an angel.

4. The______________________ a palace.

5. The______________________ a train.
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I. Read the sentences given below.

I can recall those happy moments.

Can you bring down my old box?

Look at the word ‘can’. Does it give the same meaning in both the

sentences?

In the first sentence the word ‘can’ talks about ability. In the second

sentence, ‘can’ talks about request.

Pick out sentences with similar usage of ‘can’ from the story you have

read.

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

II. Read the pairs of sentences. What do they express - request or

ability? Write in the blanks given below.

1.  Can I borrow your bicycle? ————————————

I can teach how to swim. ————————————

2.  He can speak many languages. ————————————

Can I come with you to have  lunch at Hotel Savera? ———

3. Can I take your book? ————————————

Raju can walk long distances without getting tired. ————

Grammar
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I. Describe the action happening in each of the following pictures

in a sentence.

1. _____________________________

2. _____________________________

3. _____________________________

4. _____________________________

5. _____________________________

Writing
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II. Fill the word web by using the information in the letter you have

read in the story.  Use the clues given here.

1. How did the boy greet the receiver of the letter?

2. How did he end the letter?

3. What was the letter about?

4. Who wrote it?

5. What else do you need in the letter?

III. Imagine yourself as Koushik. Write a letter to your friend describing

your experience of having read your grand father’s letter.
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Comprehension

Riddles

I am your old friend

Keep me as long as you can

Meet me when you get bored

I rewind your past.

I am your new trend

Hold me as long as you talk

Dial me when you want

I connect your world very fast.

I am your latest legend

See me as long as you search

Touch me when you need

I bring home all your guests.

Answer the following questions.

1. Who are the speakers in the above riddles?

2. Find out a few more riddles and tell them to your classmates.

3. Sit in groups and write a few riddles about the things that you see

around you.

  ?
  ?
  ?

B. Reading
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C. Reading

The Blind Boy

A blind boy sat on the steps of a building with a hat at his feet.

He held up a sign board which said:

 ‘I am blind. Please help.’

There were only a few coins in the

hat. A man was walking by. He took a

few coins from his pocket and dropped

them into the hat. He then took the sign,

turned it around, and wrote some words.

He put the sign board back so that

everyone who walked by would see the

new words.

Soon the hat began to fill up. A

lot more people were giving money to the blind boy.

 That afternoon the man who had changed the sign board came to

see how things were. The boy recognized his footsteps and asked him.

 “Were you the one who changed my sign board this morning? What

did you write there?”

The man said, “I only wrote the truth. I said what you said, but in a

different way. I wrote:

Today is a beautiful day, but I

cannot see it. 

Both messages told people that the boy

was blind. But the first one simply said

that the boy was blind. The second one

told the people that they were blessed

not to be blind. Should we be surprised

that the second message was more

effective?

- Fazeel Gareeboo
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Comprehension

I. Answer the following questions.

1. How did the man help the boy?

2. What is the difference between the first message and the second one?

II. Read the following pairs of sentences. Talk with your friends and

decide which sentence is more appropriate.

For making a request:

a. Give me a blue pen.

b. Could you please give me a blue pen?

      For giving instructions in polite way.

a. This school is yours. Keep it clean.

b. Do you think it is wise to throw rubbish in the school premises?

a. Switch off your cell phone.

b. Thank you for not using your cell phone.

I. Here are some expressions that are used in several public places.

• Beware of dogs.

• No parking.

• Please observe silence.

• Out side food not allowed.

• Don’t go near animals.

Project Work
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How well did I understand this unit?

Read and tick (33333) in the appropriate box.

Work in groups and discuss -

1. What does each one mean?

2. Where each one of them is used?

Write a few expressions like the above for the following situations.

• You do not want your classmates to throw waste in the classroom.

•  You want the children to stand in a queue.

•  You do not want water being wasted at the taps in your school.

Indicators Yes Somewhat No

I listened to the story, understood and talked

about it.

I read and understood the texts:

1.‘My Letters, My Memories’.

2.‘The Blind Boy’.

I understood the different usages of ‘can’.

I understood and enjoyed the riddles.

I was able to write:

1. the descriptions of the given pictures.

2. a letter to a friend.
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Appendix I

Texts for Listening

Unit 1

The Pancake

Your food is not your food

In your plate.

Until you hold it

In your hand

Your food is not your food

In your hand.

Until you put it

In your mouth,

Until you swallow it.

Unit 2

The Miller, His Son and His Donkey

It was Saturday. A cart with ringing bells entered the village. Hearing the bells people

came out of their houses. They saw the cart which always came to make announcements.

It stopped in the middle of the main street and made the announcement.

Brothers and Sisters!

Good news! Great offer only for you! This Sunday only. This Sunday's market

is going to be a special one. It has many attractions. Get a variety of things at very low

prices. Buy any two things and get one free. Don't miss this Sunday's market. You can

not only buy but also sell your goods.
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Unit 4

The Unlucky Face

"Hirachand! How many times have I told you not to come out early in the morning?" shouted

Sundar.

"Why…what happened?" asked Hirachand puzzled.

Unit 3

The Boy and The Catapult

A farmer had some puppies to sell. He put his sign board on the edge of his farm.

One day a boy came to his farm and said, "Mister, I want to buy one of your puppies."

"Well", said the farmer, "These puppies are from a fine breed and cost a

good deal of money."

The boy pulled out a handful of rupees from his pocket and said, "Is this

enough?"

"Sure," said the farmer. He let out a whistle and called, "Here, Dolly!"

Out from the dog house, Dolly ran down the ramp followed by four puppies.

The boy was delighted on seeing them. He also noticed a little pup trying at its best

to catch up.

'I want that one,' the little boy said pointing to the weakest pup. The farmer

knelt down at the boy's side and said, "Son, that puppy cannot run and play with you

like other puppies."

The boy rolled up one of his trousers. He revealed his artificial limb and

said, "You see sir, I don't run too well either. And the pup will need someone who

understands."

Good news! Great offer only for you and your family.  Remember this

Sunday.

Don't miss. Don't miss the golden chance.
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Unit 5

Fudi's Desert Journey

Children!

In a nomadic tribe of Africa, there was a happy family. The birth of a child added to the

happiness. The child's grandmother took the child into her hands. All the other family

members gathered around.

"Wah, how beautiful the child is!"

"Grandma! Look at his eyes. They are shining as bright as stars."

"Aren't they his mother's?"

"Let me touch his fingers… so soft and tiny!"

"Be careful. He is a new born."

"Look at his smile. It's his grandfather's, isn't it?"

"Ha… very charming!"

"Grandma! Why don't you give him a name?"

"I want to give him his grandfather's name."

"FUDI… that's a good idea."

"Fudi… Fudi… look at me."

"Yesterday, my brother saw your face early in the morning and fell ill. He couldn't eat anything

throughout the day."

"How am I responsible for that?"

"Aren't you? Wait… I will complain to the King."

"What for?"

"To ask the King to order you not to show your face to people early in the morning."
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Unit 7
Ekalavya

Children, do you want to know how schools in olden days were? I will tell you how

they were. Those schools were called gurukulas. The teacher was guru or acharya.

The students were shishyas. Do you want to know what subjects they learnt there?

Students learnt Languages, Mathematics, History, Geography and Arts like fighting,

wrestling and shooting arrows.

Long ago there was a guru named Dronacharya. He was a royal teacher. He

taught only princes. He was the guru of the Pandavas and the Kauravas. The Pandavas

were five namely; Dharma Raja, Bhima, Arjuna, Nakula and Sahadeva. Kauravas were

hundred; Duryodhana, Dushasana and so on. Among the shishyas, Arjuna was

Dronacharya's favourite student. Do you know why? Arjuna always worked hard. He

obeyed his guru and was excellent at shooting.

Unit 6

The Colourless Tiger

The school bus stopped at the zoo gate. The student got down shouting, "Let's go in to

the zoo." Inside the zoo, a guide came to them. "Come children, I'll take you round the

zoo." The children were excited at the thought of watching real animals.

The guide started showing them wild animals in cages and talked about them. Suddenly

he stopped and said, "Children! I have a great surprise for you. Have you ever seen a

colourless tiger?"

"A colourless tiger!" shouted the children.

"Yes, a colourless tiger. That is our zoo's special attraction."
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Unit 8
My Letters, My Memories

Children! Do you know how people use to send messages thousands of years ago?

Would you like to know? Listen to this story.

Damayanthi was a beautiful young princess. One day she sat by a pond, lost in thoughts.

A swan walked up to her and called her "Damayanthi!.

Damayanthi was thrilled to hear a swan talking. The swan spoke about a handsome

prince Nala… about his handsomeness, his braveness and his kindness. Damayanthi

fell in love with Nala.

She wanted to express her love. Damayanthi wrote a letter to Nala. Do you know what

she did then? Damayanthi tied the letter to the swan's leg. The swan flew along with

the letter. It carried the letter to Nala. Nala untied the letter from the swan's leg… and

read it. The letter expressed Damayanthi's love for him. He felt happy and later on

they got married.
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A Note to the Teacher

The new textbooks in English have been developed basing on National Curriculum
Framework (NCF) 2005 and A.P. State Curriculum Framework (APSCF) 2011 and  they
are in tune with Right To Education (RTE) 2009. They envisage a shift in the teaching
paradigm in the sense that the focus is on knowledge and language construction rather
than the reproduction of a given set of information.

The textbook for class IV has been developed keeping the following as the learning
outcomes expected from the learners at the end of the academic year.

Learning outcomes expected at the end of the course

We expect the learners in class IV to listen to narratives, descriptions, songs and
dialogues, read them and construct the following discourses both orally and in the written
form.

1. Descriptions (objects, persons and places, experience)

2. Conversations with at least two exchanges related to their likes, dislikes, needs,
etc.

3. Story containing events and dialogues

4. Rhymes / songs

5. Slogans

6. Posters

7. Messages

Salient Features of the new Textbooks

You may have noticed that the new textbook has a few features which make it different
from the one that we have been using.

 Units are thematically organized with passages meant for listening and reading.
activities are focus on comprehension, expansion of vocabulary and building up
grammar consciousness.

 Efforts have been taken to ensure that the learners get holistic input of language
rather fragmentary one, in terms of language elements, vocabulary items, etc.

 Vocabulary and grammar exercises have been contextually embedded avoiding
de-contextualised treatment.

 A few questions and activities have been included from the point of view of
continuous and comprehensive evaluation (CCE). They do not target on any fixed
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classroom transaction.
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responses; instead they demand the learners to use language authentically by way
of expressing themselves orally and in writing. The comprehension questions,
vocabulary and grammar exercise, reading and listening are all stepping stones
for the learners to gain proficiency in language and as such are not goals by
themselves.

The Classroom Process

The general design of classroom transaction will be something like the following:

The Pre-Reading Session

1. The teacher interacts with the learners in an informal way in order to instil in
them a sort of communication expectancy so that they are psychologically tuned
to involve in the activities that follow. The picture given in the beginning of the
unit can be used as a trigger for sensitizing the learners on the theme around
which the lessons in the unit have been woven.  The interaction based on this
picture will serve as warm up for engaging the learners in the activities that follow.
The teacher can ask a few analytical questions that will elicit individual perceptions
on the picture.

2. The second picture in the beginning of the unit is related to the listening input
given to the learners. The interaction based on the picture will help the learners
comprehend the passage presented to them orally.  Individual perceptions and
divergent thinking on the part of the learners are the prime focus of the interaction
at this stage.

3. This is followed by the presentation of a narrative which will further sensitize
the learners on the theme. The narrative makes the major listening input for the
learners. The passage for listening has been given at the end of the book.

4. This is followed by a few more analytical questions eliciting free responses of
the learners. Moreover, these questions will help the learners make intelligent
predictions on what they are going to read.

Reading

The next language module to be transacted is reading. This involves a number of micro-
processes:

1. Individual reading: Note that children have already made some intelligent
prediction on the content of the passage. They will be making an earnest attempt
to check whether their prediction is borne true. Reading in this sense is need-
based and is an intrinsically motivated activity. Of course they will be confronting
with a few barriers, caused by the unfamiliar words or structural complexities.
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2. Collaborative reading: Children sit in groups and share their reading experience
within the group  in terms of  things like the following:

 What they understood from the passage they read

 What they did not understand

 The parts that they liked most in the passage

3. This is followed by sharing of ideas with other groups with the facilitator’s
mediation. Sometimes a glossary or dictionary will be made use of.

4. When collaborative reading is over the facilitator asks a few questions related to
the passage. These are not meant for checking comprehension. Instead, they are
questions of an analytical nature such as reflective questions, inferential questions,
cause-consequence questions and so on. These questions help the learners
assimilate the text by virtue of localising and personalising it.

5. The facilitator can read the passage aloud which will help the learners make better
sense of the reading passage. Moreover, the teacher’s reading will serve as a
listening input for the learners in terms of some of the articulation features.

6. A mind mapping activity may be carried out which will act as a tool for teaching
the thinking process of learners. They can describe the mind maps they have
developed.

The Post Reading Session

The major activity of the post-reading session is the construction of a discourse by the
learners. By virtue of the inputs they have received through listening and reading they
are in a position to take up a task which demands them to construct a specific discourse
(conversation, description, story, etc.). Each discourse calls for a specific process without
which the learners will not be able to construct it. The micro- process of discourse
construction ensures

 individual construction,

 presentation by a few individuals,

 sharing in group for refinement,

 presentation by the groups,

 and the presentation of the facilitator’s version of the targeted discourse.

Editing

The discourses constructed by the learners (whether individually or in groups) may
have certain errors in them. These errors may be related to syntax or morphology or
cutting across both. In addition to these there may be punctuation or spelling errors.
These are to be rectified for which there is a meticulous process of editing. This is not
a slot for teaching grammar. The learners are sensitized on these errors by evoking their
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intuitive sense of well-formed structures which works like a conscious monitor. Note
that this sense is to be acquired non-consciously and not by learning grammatical facts

consciously.

The post reading session also includes some activities meant for the expansion of

vocabulary and the strengthening of specific aspects of grammar. However, these activities

are not meant for teaching any grammatical points explicitly. Both vocabulary and

grammar are contextually embedded.

Addressing Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing

Traditional classrooms give a lot of importance to the writing skills of learners. The

underlying assumption is that skills can be developed through practice which in due

course will lead to the mastery of language. However, a major chunk of the writing task

assigned to children comprises of

 Writing answers to comprehension questions;

 Doing de-contextualized exercises involving vocabulary and structural items;

 Writing guided compositions (letter writing, developing story from the given

outline, etc.);

 Writing copies;

This kind of writing is in a way, ‘risk-free’ because in most cases there will be only one

correct answer. Since the thrust is on practising skills most of what children are expected

to write have a direct bearing upon the information given in the textbook. This is supposed

to be necessary for avoiding or at least minimizing the possibilities of learners making

errors. This being the general situation of writing tasks undertaken by the learners there

is no point in sharing ideas with others. Therefore, there is hardly any scope for refining

one’s written work through collaboration.

Discourse Oriented Pedagogy does not address skills placing them in watertight

compartments. Instead, they are treated embedding them in the context of discourses to

be listened to, to be read and to be produced orally and in the written form by the learners;

there is wider scope for integrating skills.

Assessment

Language learning process is a continuous one and assessment is not an activity

distinct from learning. Since learning is facilitated through group discussions, pair

discussions and individually, assessment also operates at the individual level, in peers

and in groups. This will help the learners to compare their strengths and weakness and

make modifications in their learning. We propose Continuous and Comprehensive

Assessment at all levels of language learning. The thrust is on formative assessment

which can be interpreted as assessment for learning and assessment as learning which
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are distinct from summative assessment of learning. It is important that the teacher does

not judge the child’s nature, instead notices the inherent potential of the child as a learner

in the context of his / her nature.

As has already been pointed out the development of language skills and thinking
skills is taken care of by the various activities that are to be carried out in the class room
such as listening to and reading authentic texts and responding to them. None of the
grammatical concepts and vocabulary items is meant for de-contextualised testing as
was done in our examinations; the learning of various grammatical concepts and vocabulary
items are to be tested only by placing them in authentic discourse contexts.

Tools available for performance assessment related to a specific unit

 Assessment page of Teacher’s Lesson Plan ( Teaching Manual)

 Diary containing anecdotes revealing snapshots of learner achievement

 Student portfolio (Collection of the work done by the individual learner)

 Big books or other products evolving in groups through collaboration

 Feedback collected from parents

 Peer assessment tools (specific tools to be evolved)

 Worksheets in a specific assessment context

Stages of Assessment

Let us see how the Unit Analysis is done for materialising Continuous Assessment. The
following stages may be useful:

1. Identifying the modules or segments (listening, reading, exercises, etc.) to be
transacted in each unit.  At each stage of transaction the facilitator has to bear in
mind a few questions:

 What are the competencies addressed in this segment /unit?

 What are the constructs (concepts, skills, processes, attitudes, etc. ) formed
at this stage?

 What activities /classroom processes are to be carried out for facilitating
the construction of knowledge at each stage?

2. Using appropriate tools for assessment with specified indicators

3. Giving proper positive feedback to the learners in the form of qualitative
statements

4. Recording assessment in terms of the indicators

You should rise above the textbook and appreciate the fact that language can be taught using

any /every material available in the classroom or outside the class room.  The textbook is only a

skeleton that represents the syllabus. The teacher should give it flesh, blood, and life by bringing into

the classroom a wide variety of stimulating materials like photographs, pictures, riddles,  models,

art, craft, dance, and anything under the sun that facilitates teaching learning process and makes it a

joyful experience.  We hope you could do that.  Happy teaching!


